
Adult Faith Formation Minutes from 7/20/2022 meeting 

Attending-(via conference call) Sharon Brabson, Jan Liss, Rhonda Trebotich,   

Opening- with a reflection and discussion finding normalcy amid chaos, led by Sharon. 

Minute review- Jan shared that she does have the list of 21 women who attended the May event. We 

discussed that before the next event we could phone each of the women, thank them for attending in 

May and ask them to each bring a friend. 

Entrust Trainings- Discussed that the June retreat was well attended and well received. The next retreat, 

still geared for committee leaders and members, will be held Sept. 19-21 at the Sister Bay site with five 

Diocesan staff coming to lead most of the sessions. Sharon will promote this next retreat in a July30-31 

bulletin article. 

Role of Faith Formation in Mission Planning/Entrust- Discussed how our committee can keep Entrust 

alive among the alumni, especially in a one-on-one relationship. Jan and Sharon will put together a 

“companion on the journey” discipleship simple “check list” from the retreat. This checklist can then be 

emailed to alumni with a list of all alumni, asking them to get together with one or two from the list over 

coffee or a glass of wine, to compare notes on how they are progressing… kind of an accountability/ 

sharing time. 

Chosen- Going well, 16 attending last week, which was the lowest number. Some fliers were hung 

around the county to help promote. Rhonda and Jan can be at next week’s showing. 

Fall women’s event- Thought using the Krygma idea form Entrust may be a good way to encourage 

parishioners to consider attending Entrust. Jan will contact Heidi at the Diocese to ask if she might be 

willing to present this a morning in Sept. or Oct. 

Upcoming- Planning for Advent small groups. Jan will email past leaders in August (Dixie, Lynn, Heather, 

Sharon, Lee) asking if they are again interested in leading and if they have ideas of a study to use. Jan 

mentioned that there are a few possible choices at Loyola Press; to find them, in the search bar enter 

“Six weeks with the Bible”. 

Ideas- To tie in with a goal of mission planning to connect with different ages and groups from the 

parish, might we do something in the next year to benefit or celebrate the youth who will be traveling to 

World Youth Day Aug 1-6, 2023. Sharon will connect with the Krebs about this. 

Closing prayer by Jan   

Next Meeting- Wednesday, Aug. 10 at 9:30, at Baileys Harbor IN PERSON 

Submitted by Jan Liss 7/20/22 

 

 

 

 

 


